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CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF INAUGURATES HEADQUARTERS SPECIAL SERVICE GROUP (NAVY) AND NAVAL SPECIAL OPERATIONS TRAINING CENTRE

Islamabad, 21 August 19: Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi visited coastal and creeks area and inaugurated Special Service Operational Training Centre. He also visited one of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) launch sites and met with troops.

The newly inaugurated Training Center shall provide training to Officers and men of Pakistan Navy, Sister Services, Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) & friendly countries in different professional domains including Counter Terrorism. The training infrastructure of the Centre includes state-of-the-art training facilities at par with contemporary trends.

Later, Chief of the Naval Staff also visited one of the Pakistan Navy’s Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) sites. Onsite brief was given to the Admiral on various aspects of UAV System.

Chief of the Naval Staff on the occasion expressed satisfaction over operational preparedness and appreciated the morale of the troops. He reaffirmed the resolve that by the grace of Allah, Pakistan Navy is ever ready to give a befitting response to any misadventure.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi reviewing the air surveillance vehicle at Pakistan Navy's UAV site

Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi being briefed on newly raised UAV Squadron
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi offering dua after inauguration of newly constructed building of Operational Training Centre

Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi planting a sapling after inauguration of newly constructed Operational Training Centre